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Abstract. Exploits are advanced threats that take advantage of vulnerabilities in
IT infrastructures. The technological background of the exploits has been changed
during the years. Several significant protections have been introduced (e.g. Data
Execution Prevention, Enhanced Mitigation Experience Toolkit, etc.), but attack-
ers have always found effective ways to bypass any protection. This study gives a
summary on the main software vulnerability exploitation methods including pro-
tections. Furthermore the study analyzes the capabilities and the predicted future
of software exploitation in the light of the new protection technologies.
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1 Introduction

According to a common definition, an exploit is a piece of software, a chunk of data, or a
sequence of commands that takes advantage of a bug or vulnerability in order to cause
unintended or unanticipated behavior to occur in computer software [35]. From the
vulnerability point of view two major categories can be distinguished: the configuration
error based and the software error based exploits. The object of this paper is to analyze
the case when the software code contains vulnerability both from the attack and the
protection point of view. Within this the emphasis is laid on the lower level type of
vulnerabilities where the exploitation is carried out directly in the virtual memory.

Exploits are usually categorized from different aspects such as the capability (e.g.
remote code execution, DOS), the way of execution (local, remote) or the platform it can
be applied for (Windows, Linux, Ios, etc.). The exploit database [25] is a website where
users can submit ready to use exploits. Even if this site obviously does not contain
all the existing exploits it is nevertheless interesting to observe the evolution in the
number of the available exploits throughout the years. The number of new exploits was
on the top around December 2009. After this a significant decrease can be observed.
The reason for the decline can be both the use of new protections such as the Data
Execution Prevention (DEP) [18] or the Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR)
[17] and other new possibilities such as the dark web that appeared for exploit writers.
An additional exploit database is the Metasploit framework [32] which makes exploits
available in a unified form providing an easy–to–use framework for the exploits.

The Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures database [6] is an alternative source of
information about available exploits. It is important to consider the dark web commu-
nities which offer exploits for virtual currencies. An exploit is usually connected to one
particular vulnerability on a particular software, but there are some exceptions. Several
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exploitation and attacking techniques exist and considering the protection the main fo-
cus is to stop the exploitation without significant resource usage overhead. Hardware
based techniques as protection are usually more preferable since they hardly slow down
the normal execution speed. Chapter 2 focuses on the different exploitation and pro-
tection techniques, while in chapter 3 the current situation and future predictions are
analyzed. In chapter 4 the latest potential exploitation techniques are analyzed.

2 Exploitation and Protection Techniques

2.1 Early vulnerability exploitations

In the early years of exploitations the attacker did not have to focus on bypassing any
protection that was provided either by the compiler or the operating system. In the vir-
tual memory everything was allocated and applied for the sake of the fast and efficient
code execution. The program code is loaded into the virtual memory as well as the
shared libraries with the operating system API. Each thread has its own stack segment
where the methods data are placed by stack frames. The whole process has some com-
mon heaps, where the dynamically allocated objects are stored. The objects have virtual
method tables where the actual addresses of the virtual methods are placed. The heap
is organized as series of linked list chunks because of the effective and fast memory
allocation and free in runtime. Figure 1. shows the arrangement of the virtual memory.

In the early stages the security of the software is based only on the code security.
Unfortunately with a single coding error the attacker can simply misuse the software
to execute malicious code. This is possible with several well-known techniques such
as the stack overflow [16], the heap overflow [14], the format string vulnerability [24]
or the use–after–free bug [8], etc. In the case of stack overflow [16] a local variable
(e.g. a string or an array) is overwritten in the stack frame. As the stack frame contains
the method return pointer the attacker can redirect the execution to an arbitrary place
by providing a new return pointer. By placing the attack payload in the corrupted lo-
cal variable on the stack the attacker redirects the execution to the stack itself and the
payload is executed there. In case of heap overflow [14] the overwritten variable is in
the heap. By overrunning the current heap chunk the attacker is able to modify the next
heap chunk header data such as the addresses pointing to the next and previous chunk.
When the attacker-modified chunk is freed the modified header pointers are used for
merging the current chunk with other chunks. In that process the header pointers are
used for writing data, so the attacker can write an arbitrary data to an arbitrary place.
That is how the control flow is modified to execute the malicious code. In case of format
string vulnerability [24] the attacker can write an almost arbitrary data to an arbitrary
place by providing special invalid string formatting parameters. By overwriting a stack
method return pointer or modifying a virtual address table pointer the execution is redi-
rected to the attacker controlled place where the malicious payload is executed. The
use–after–free exploitation [8] is based on the virtual method table modification. If an
object is used after being freed then the attacker can allocate a fake object to the same
place where the original object was. The objects contain a pointer to its own virtual
address table. In the case of the fake object that value is pointing to an attacker-created
virtual address table with pointers to the malicious code.
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Fig. 1. Virtual address space layout
Fig. 2. Address Space Layout Randomization
[17]

2.2 Early Defenses

The early protections focused on protecting the critical data from the right program-
flow point of view. Stack cookie [34] is an example technique to protect the method
return address from being overwritten. Since the stack cookie is placed between the
method local variables and the return pointer, any modification outside the local vari-
ables results in the change of the stack cookie. This modification signs the stack frame
corruption for the operating system. Although this protection is quite good to filter
the stack frame corruption, it comes with a significant performance penalty. The heap
chunk header modification is prevented by the secure unlink process [10] that validates
the chunk header pointers before it is merged with another chunk. Another protection
is the secure structured exception handling [19] which validates the exception handler
pointer before it is executed. Several robust protections appeared in the middle of the
2000s. These protections such as the Data Execution Prevention (DEP) [18] and the
Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) [17] do not aim to prevent only one
typical exploitation, but the aim was to make the exploitation more difficult in general.
Data execution prevention enforces memory page rights for the different types of pages.
Reading the page data, writing the page data or executing the page data are all different
types of operations. DEP ensures that a memory page cannot be written and executed at
the same time. Using this protection several previously mentioned exploitation methods
are disabled since the payload can be written to a writable memory place but it cannot
be executed. Address Space Layout Randomization [17] is about to prevent malicious
code reuse. If the place of the virtual memory pages are randomized every time when
the program is launched (Figure 3.) then the attacker cannot rely on the known memory
addresses. In the early protection stage of the ASLR the randomization entropy was
insufficient to protect the software against address guessing.

2.3 Advanced Exploitations

After Data Execution Prevention [18] had been widely implemented, exploit writers had
to turn to new techniques. Since the attacker could no longer place the payload to exe-
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cute it because of the DEP, the main idea became to execute the already existing code
parts that have the right to be executed. The first technique was the return to libc [28]
type of exploitations where the corrupted method is redirected to an operating system
API method such as the WinExec or Execve methods. In this case the attacker only
provides the method parameters (e.g. the name of the software that has to be executed).
However this technique is only capable to execute only one method, but choosing the
right method with right parameters it can be sufficient. A huge break-through was the
invention of the Return Oriented Programming [26]. This technique assembles the pay-
load from small code parts called the gadgets. As the gadgets are the part of the code
libraries in the virtual memory, this is a very sophisticated code reuse technique. A
gadget contains some assembly instructions with a ret type of instruction at the end.
Considering the previously mentioned stack overflow case, the attacker has to place the
series of gadget addresses on the corrupted stack frame. When the corrupted method
exits, the execution is directed to the first gadget. Because of the ret instruction at the
end of the gadget the execution is directed to the next gadget by taking the next address
on the corrupted stackframe by the ret instruction. Since ROP is Turing complete the
limitation of ROP highly depends on the gadget catalog provided by the virtual address
space. Practically there is no limitation, the attacker can always have enough gadgets
to turn off the DEP and continue the payload execution in the traditional way. A gen-
eralization of ROP is the Jump Oriented Programming (JOP) [3]. Similarly to ROP,
JOP executes the payload step by step by using small code parts called functional gad-
gets. Each functional gadget has an indirect jump instruction at the end to redirect the
instruction pointer to a special code part called the dispatcher gadget. The dispatcher
gadget maintains a table pointer to execute the functional gadgets after each other in the
right order. Instead of building upon the stack and the ret instruction, JOP realizes its
own stack like structure the dispatcher table and the concatenation of the gadgets are
ensured by the dispatcher gadget and not the ret like instructions.

Fig. 3. Return Oriented and Jump Oriented Programming [17]

Several other forms of scattered code reuse technique exist such as the Sigreturn
Oriented Programming (SROP) [4] or the Call Proceeded Return Oriented Program-
ming (CPROP) [5]. In the first case the exploitation is based on the kernel context
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switching which saves the current execution context in a frame on the stack. Unlike
ROP, SROP exploits are usually portable across different binaries and can bypass ASLR
in some cases. Call Proceeded Return Oriented Programming uses whole functions as a
gadget in order to bypass the control flow protections. Bypassing ASLR in code reuse
attacks is always a challenge. Special techniques such as the Blind Return Oriented Pro-
gramming (BROP) [2] and Just in Time Return Oriented Programming [7] can bypass
ASLR by guessing the randomization offset or with just in time payload customization.
In some cases ASLR can be bypassed by simple guessing the randomization offset [27]
or by taking advantage on another vulnerability that expose the randomization offset
[22].

2.4 Enhanced Protections

Due to the continuously improving exploitation techniques, protection methods have to
keep up with the new challenges. Increasing the entropy of the Address Space Layout
Randomization [13] decreases the chance to successfully brute-force the randomiza-
tion offsets. Forcing ASLR is another technique to achieve better protection. Microsoft
aimed to prevent the exploitation with the Enhanced Mitigation Experienced Toolkit
(EMET) [20] that provides special protections such as the anti-ROP technique. In 2016
Microsoft admitted that EMET is not proper for preventing 0day exploits and stopped
the development of it. Microsoft has also introduced some new protections for the Edge
browser [36] such as the separated heap for the html objects or the delayed free to
prevent the exploitation of use-after-free bugs. Other software such as the Palo Alto
exploit prevention [21] provides wide choice of different protections e.g. detection of
heap spraying, detection of ROP, etc. Several other ideas exist to maintain and verify
the correct control flow of a software [29]. One of the main questions of the protection
is the performance. It is unfavorable if the exploit detection slows down the execution
speed significantly. Hardware based protection ideas such as the Intel’s Control Flow
Enforcement (CFE) [12] are very promising technologies. According to CFE the pro-
tection is provided by two components: the shadow stack and the indirect jump verifier.
CFE maintains two separate stacks: the data stack for the normal operation, but also
a shadow stack which is not accessible for the code. Whenever a method returns both
the data stack and the return stack pointers are popped and compared as a control. This
technique should prevent the execution of small gadgets with not intended ret instruc-
tions. The indirect jump verifier is a method which controls the indirect jumps with
a nop-like special instruction. Whenever an indirect jump is executed this special
nop-like instruction must follow it. This measure should stop the unintended indi-
rect jumps through the code libraries.

3 Current Exploits

Although several protections exist, exploits still represent a real danger for IT sys-
tems. Nowadays attackers have to consider the DEP and the ASLR as a basic fea-
ture of the modern operating systems, so bypassing them is essential from the suc-
cessful exploitation point of view. Some browser exploits turned into light in the late
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2016 and the favorite exploitation technology was the Just in time Return Oriented
Programming. At the end of 2016 a Firefox/Tor exploit (CVE-2016-9079) is revealed
[31] which attacked Tor browser users. The exploit maps the Windows PE structure in
runtime to find appropriate ROP gadgets. The ROP code turns off the DEP with the
kernel32.VirtualAlloc method then the rest of the payload is executed in the
conventional way. Another DEP and ASLR bypassing exploit is related to the chakra
JavaScript [22]. This exploit uses two different vulnerabilities. CVE 2016-7200 is used
for the ASLR bypass, the mshtml.dll randomization offset is obtained with that bug,
while CVE 2016-7201 is used to execute a short ROP code to turn off the DEP. This
case belongs to the Just in Time Return Oriented Programming category as well as well
as the case of the Tor exploit. ROP based exploits are deployed against network devices
too. A vulnerability (CVE 2017-3881) [15] in the Cisco Cluster Management Protocol
(CMP) processing code in Cisco Software could allow an unauthenticated, remote at-
tacker to execute code with elevated privileges. The exploit for this vulnerability uses
ROP to bypass the DEP protection as well.

Considering other cases too, it is clear that the main technique of the current ex-
ploits is still the Return Oriented Programming. DEP and ASLR thought to be a very
strong protection together, but current examples show that they can be bypassed rou-
tinely in several cases. That is the reason why the current direction of the protection
strengthening is to enforce the right control-flow in order to disable ROP. For example,
Intel’s Control Flow Enforcement is a promising plan that should stop Return Oriented
Programming without any speed decrease. The question is, if the software bug exploita-
tion will be stopped or significantly decreased by making ROP totally impossible with
some countermeasures or is it just a step of the exploitation-protection fight that makes
exploitation techniques more sophisticated. Currently it is very difficult to predict what
is going to happen after the protection against ROP is completely solved. There are
several ongoing research projects on new exploitation methods such as for example the
Loop Oriented Programming [1] or the Data Oriented Programming (DOP) [11] and
also the Counterfeit Object-oriented Programming (COOP) [23]. The following chap-
ter focuses on these types of exploitations these can be one of the next milestones of the
modern software exploitation.

4 Bypassing the Control Flow Enforcement - The New Direction

Current protections and tendencies indicate that code reuse will be the main technology
in the future too. Bypassing ASLR is possible with brute-forcing and through infor-
mation leakage today, but more sophisticated ASLR bypass techniques [9] [33] are al-
ready presented. Considering a successful ASLR bypass, Loop Oriented Programming
[1] looks like a possible option against control flow enforcement. The most important
part of the LOP is the loop gadget. The loop gadget executes legitimate shared library
methods after each other to carry out the malicious task. Similarly to JOP, the loop
gadget is like a dispatcher. It concatenates the functional gadgets, so the payload is exe-
cuted step-by-step. Contrary to ROP and JOP the LOP gadgets are not only small code
parts. Each functional gadget is a legitimate method, so the shadow stack protection is
useless against it, because exiting from a method does not violate the regular method
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exit rules. Since Control Flow Integrity also has the protection against indirect jumps,
each functional gadget must contain the indirect jump marker nop like instruction at
the very beginning of the gadget. This can decrease the gadget catalogue significantly,
which is a challenge for exploit writers. Figure 4. shows the LOP execution process [1].

Fig. 4. Loop Oriented Programming
Fig. 5. Data Oriented Programming [11]

According to our analysis the following conditions have to be satisfied in order to
carry out a successful LOP exploitation: 1. Bypassing ASLR in order to use accurate
memory addresses; 2. Having an attacker controlled memory region that contains the
gadget method addresses that have to be executed in the right order; 3. Having the
appropriate loop gadget that implements the loop for the execution while reading the
address table and directing the execution to the appropriate method; 4. Initializing the
attack successfully by directing the execution to the loop gadget with the appropriate
register values; 5. Having sufficient method catalog to turn off the DEP and continue
the payload execution in the conventional way;

Since there are already existing options to bypass ASLR and there is no predictable
solution to prevent ASLR bypass by information leakage, we consider that the first
condition can be satisfied. Having of an attacker controlled method address table can be
satisfied easily too since attackers can easily write data to the virtual memory e.g. with
heap spraying [30]. According to some previous analyses [1], finding appropriate loop
gadgets is also possible. Having a sufficient method catalog (condition 4) is a question
as well as the successful initialization of the attack (condition 5). Since processors with
hardware supported Control Flow Enforcement do not exist yet, there is nothing that
can be stated related to the LOP gadget catalog. With Intel’s proposed Control Flow
Enforcement the libraries should be rewritten with the indirect jump protection instruc-
tions. So condition 5 will depend on the new CFE supported libraries. Condition 4 is
significantly influenced by the type of the vulnerability. As the exploitation has to di-
rect the instruction pointer to the loop gadget with the appropriate register settings, if
the loop gadget exists and the attacker can set the method table index of the loop gad-
get, so can the initialization be successful. It is clear that conventional stack overflow
cannot be used with CFE anymore with the return address modification, but if the vul-
nerable method contains an indirect call where the address is read from the corrupted
stack then the exploitation can be successful. In the case of heap related vulnerabilities
e.g. in use–after–free, the initialization can be successful if the attacker can control at
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least two registers: the one that contains the loop gadget method address and another
one with the method table addresses.

Data Oriented Programming [11] seems to be another option to bypass Control Flow
Enforcement. Similarly to JOP and LOP the code execution is controlled by one special
code part, in this case this is the gadget dispatcher (Fig 5.). The gadget dispatcher has
a loop which is controlled by the attacker. The loop contains different type of data
oriented gadget invocations such as assignment, store, load and jump. As the attacker
controls the local variables of the corrupted function he can set how many times the
loop is executed and also the loop parameters in every step (which data oriented gadget
should be invoked with which parameters). With the loop the appropriate data oriented
gadgets are chained.

In case of COOP [23], virtual functions exist in the vulnerable application are re-
peatedly invoked on special C++ objects carefully arranged by the attacker. These spe-
cial C++ objects are injected by the attacker and contain an attacker-chosen virtual
pointer and a few attacker-chosen data fields. Similarly to other code reuse attacks
chaining different code parts are directed by a special gadget: COOP program essen-
tially relies on a special main loop containing a virtual function call.

From the protection point of view the most promising technology is the Control
Flow Enforcement. Hardware supported CFE does not exist yet, but it is clearly visible
that operating systems has to apply new libraries to support hardware assisted control
flow enforcement. Our analysis concluded that the control flow enforcement solutions
will make the successful exploitation more difficult: 1. In all of the existing control flow
bypassing techniques the attacker has to control more parameters (registers, local vari-
ables) than in the case of an average exploitation today; In all of the existing control
flow bypassing techniques the attacker has to identify a special code part (loop gadget,
gadget dispatcher, etc. ) which is responsible for chaining the payload parts from small
code blocks. According to our investigations the possible control flow bypassing tech-
niques must be considered when overwriting the operating system libraries. This should
be done by identifying dangerous code parts (loop gadget candidates, gadget dispatcher
candidates) and remove them with the introduction of hardware assisted control flow
enforcement libraries.

5 Summary

Based on previous experiences we cannot simply let system security be based on per-
fect software without vulnerabilities to avoid software vulnerability exploitations. Ad-
ditional advanced protections are necessary. From performance point of view hard-
ware based solutions are preferred such as the DEP. However the ROP which is the
favorite technique of todays exploitations can bypass DEP. ASLR is an efficient protec-
tion against ROP, but information leakage can reveal the randomization offset, which
makes the code reuse type of exploitations still possible. Anyhow, the trend in protec-
tion innovation indicates that sooner or later ROP based exploits will be disabled with
some protection technique. CFE aims to prevent ROP, for example. New exploit ideas
such as the LOP, DOP and COOP are being published continuously to bypass the new
protections. Right now it is not clear whether there exists any protection that is capable
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of stopping the exploitation of unknown software bugs or that the only thing that can be
done on the protection side is to mitigate the percentage of successful exploitations. In
this paper we summarized the main exploitation and protection techniques and in addi-
tion we analyzed the latest code reuse exploitations. These might be the most relevant
exploitations of the future that underlines the question: Exploit prevention - Quo Vadis?
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